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New Challenges and New Solutions:

In today's ever-changing world of veterinarian practice, new
dilemmas seem to surface everyday. A new breed of animal
comes  in,  an  unidentified  object  or  plant  gets  swallowed,
and money is getting ever so tight.  1800Endoscope would
like to help you with all of these dilemmas. 

How can 1800Endoscope help? Through offering a complete
line  of  endoscopic  products  and  accessories.  Couple  that
with  various  financing  options  and  you  have  a  complete
solution to your problems.

When it  comes to  endoscopes,  1800Endoscope.com offers
both new and used endoscopes. With sizes of a tiny 1.7mm
to 13.7mm and lengths from a mere 30cm to over 3 meters,
you can see how 1800Endoscope.com can service all of your
endoscope needs.

If  you  are  looking  for  the  latest  in  technology,  look  no
farther.  1800Endoscope.com can provide you with several
video endoscopic options. Video endoscopy allows for better
ease  of  use,  associate  training,  and  more  confidence  in  a
given procedure. All of these things add up to two things: A
more satisfied customer and a happier patient.

Endoscopes are just part of the solution.

Without the right accessories, you can not get the most out
of your endoscope. That is why 1800Endoscope.com carries
a full range of endoscope accessories that range from biopsy
forceps, camera adapters, light sources, and much more.

What good is new equipment if you can't afford it?

1800Endoscope.com  realizes  one  of  the  most  important
challenges  faces  veterinarians  today  is  funding  new
equipment. That is why 1800Endoscope.com has partnered
with  several  leasing  firms  to  ensure  you  can  make  your
purchase  and  get  competitive  rates.  Thanks  to  the  close
relationship between 1800Endoscope.com and its partners,
many  times  the  paperwork  can  be  completed  and  the
product in your hand in less than a week or two.

Endoscope Broken? We Can Help!

Is your scope broken but you can't really afford a new one or
simply don't  want  to  spend the money on a  new one,  no
problem. Just give us a call and see if our repair team can
help. Not only will we give you a free diagnosis, we will pay
for the shipping to get the endoscope to our facility. After we
receive the endoscope, we will call you with the repair info to
see how you would like to proceed.
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